Christiane Papa-Kalantari
Paintings of textiles, ornament and figural elements on the ceilings of early Western Himalaya Buddhist
temples have an important role to play in the experience of sacred space and religious meaning. They
constitute a significant aspect in the historical reconstruction of early Western Himalayan art, reflecting
the rich material culture and complexity of artistic and cultural interaction within the new centres of
Buddhist thought and life which had been established in the Western Himalaya between the tenth and
thirteenth centuries.
Roger Goepper was one of the first Western scholars to point out the importance of textile depictions
and ceiling decorations in the art of Alchi (1995); Further studies have dealt with the identification of
textile models from Rajasthan and Gujarat for the textile depictions and ceiling decorations at Tabo
(Wandl 1997, 1999), with the function of ceiling paintings as symbolic representations of baldachins
(Klimburg-Salter 1997), and with Western Central-Asian and Iranian luxury textiles, especially in the
courtly culture at Alchi (Flood 1991; Goepper 1996; Reynolds 1997; Papa-Kalantari 2000, 2002, 2006).
My paper focuses on the decorative elements on the wooden ceilings at Nako, on the beams and rafters
as well as the planks that rest between these structural elements, and also on the evolutionary history of
this genre. My thesis is that the paintings showing precious garments, mythical creatures or floral and
geometric ornaments constitute both an integral part of the ritual whole and an iconographic element in
their own right. Furthermore, I will briefly expand on changes in visual aesthetics from the thirteenth
century onwards, as a result of which an illusionist opening up of temple ceiling constructions appears
to replace the earlier textile coverings, as seen especially in the temples of Tabo and Nako.
My findings are based on my field research in 2002 and 2004 as a member of the Nako Research
and Preservation Project (NRPP), a sub-project of the interdisciplinary Cultural History of the Western
Himalayas research programme at the University of Vienna (see Appendix), I studied textile traditions
and courtly culture in Buddhist wall and ceiling paintings, and assessed their relevance for the historical
reconstruction of the Western Himalayan artistic tradition. I had the unique opportunity of examining the
ceiling paintings in the Nako temples with conservation experts from India and the University of Applied
Art, Vienna. The resulting joint art historical and technological analysis contributed to the establishment of
a reliable chronology, based on stylistic classifications. It has proved possible to propose the ‘reconstruction’
of the history of the temple ceilings in the lha-khang gong-ma, and the renovation practices employed since
its foundation.
The ample documentation of the rich and varied textile tradition in wall and ceiling paintings of the
region has led me to study the significance and functions of the textiles, along with possible textile models
and the likely symbolism of ornamental and figural depictions as a part of the overall programme of IndoTibetan temple architecture. Furthermore, ceiling compositions and textile depictions will be analysed in
this paper with regard to their role in the definition of sacred space and hierarchy in the temple.
A classification of distinctive Indian and Central Asian textile styles will be proposed here,
which elucidates the conscious use of textile motifs as symbols of status and legitimacy, adapted to the
indigenous taste of the royal and aristocratic rulers. These regional elites established ‘…their political
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authority through control over the local monastic centres they patronized’ (McKay 2003, 7). Textiles
in particular were important items of trade and exchange, and were used as an international currency.
Due to their position on the Silk Roads, the seemingly isolated regions of Kinnaur, Spiti and Ladakh
functioned as a crossroads for the transmission of luxury goods from both the Buddhist and Islamic
traditions, and the artistic themes and motifs associated with these highly valued items. I have shown
elsewhere (2002, 2006) that it is from the evidence of sumptuous textiles shown in paintings in Western
Himalayan temples from the tenth– thirteenth centuries that one can best assess the cultural synthesis
of Indo-Tibetan, Chinese, Central Asian, Iranian and Sogdian artistic values, which form the complex
background to the evolutionary history of early Buddhist art in this region.
Ritual textiles and courtly symbolism in a Buddhist Temple
Western Tibetan Buddhist art in particular was receptive to the symbolism of precious commodities from
Central Asia, such as textiles and robes but also drinking vessels of silver (cf. Goepper and Poncar 1996,
figure on page 110, Papa-Kalantari 2006, Figures 1-3), porcelain (Rob Linrothe, verbal communication).
Precious and finely decorated mirrors of metal carried the ‘aura’ of luxury and nobility in this region:
sumptuous garments of silk have even been used as a dress for royal lamas and aristocratic donors well
as for local protector deities an even for the Buddha (Papa-Kalantari 2006, 89); while precious objects
traded along the Silk Routes are depicted as offerings for the central deity in the wall paintings and on
the ceilings.
The long history of decorating and thus dignifying the Buddhist temple with sumptuous draped
cloths has contributed to the very ‘textile-conscious’ tradition of Tibetan culture (Barnes 2005) in the
Western Himalaya that has endured up to modern times (Figure 1). Religious hangings such as baldachins
(u-lep), round banners of silk (rg yal-mtshan), triple banderoles ( phan-rgtse-gsum-pa) and thangkas define the
sacred space of Buddhist monuments. Richly patterned silk brocades with gold and silver threads (g yaser), exquisite damasks in ritual colours and fine embroideries adorn pillars, doors and ceilings. They
cover holy texts, altars and thrones and they are woven into other media in early Buddhist art from its

Figure 1: Tabo, Main Temple (picture: Papa-Kalantari, C 2004, WHAV)
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beginnings in the region in the tenth century, such as ornaments on wooden portals, patterns on metal
sculptures and in wall paintings. Even the clay figures of deities on the walls can be ‘dressed’ in precious
cloths of silk on the occasion of particularly important ceremonies such as the Kālacakra ritual in 1996
at Tabo Monastery, Himachal Pradesh. In 2004, I had the privilege of seeing exquisite textiles, made
into costumes, worn during masked dances (’cham) at Tabo Monastery. The masks and dresses help
the dancers to generate a chosen deity who is present in the dancer’s own body (Bechert 1995, 243).
Venerable Geshe Sonam Wangdü, the Abbot of Tabo, later told me that some of these silk textiles were
made by the Muslim Kasim family, weavers of Buddhist cloths at Varanasi, a traditional centre of silk
brocade-making in India. This family is among the most important suppliers of ritual cloths to Western
Himalayan monasteries (see also 2005). Janet Rizvi (1999, 20-21) emphasised Ladakh’s strategic position
in the international network of trade: ‘…for most of its history, it was the nodal point of whole complex
of trade routes; and this fact... made of its capital Leh an important entrepot for the trade between the
Punjab and Chinese Central Asia… Though Ladakh was off the line of the classical Silk Route, the
Leh-Yarkand trail represented one of the Silk Route feeders and silk was an important commodity of
the trans-Karakoram trade in both directions: yarns coming from Yarkand to be woven in the Punjab,
and Banaras brocades being exported to Central Asia.’ Ladakh was also the channel through which goat
wool (called ‘lena’ in Tibetan, and mainly known under the Persian word ‘pashm’ in India and the West),
passed from Western Tibet to śrinagar. Further, the exported commodities contained gold, yak and
sheep, while porcelain, silk brocades, silver, cotton, pearls and corals were imported. Leh was also an
important trading post between Tibet and its neighbours, with routes leading via Leh to Lhasa. These
complex trading patterns had deep effect on the artistic and cultural exchange in this region. However,
it is form the art of this region that we can best assess this cultural and economic complexity.
Imported textiles have played a significant role in Tibetan culture and Buddhist sacred space from
earliest records of the Yarlung Empire (c 620-842) to modern times (Reynolds 1997). However, there
are no extant texts describing the rituals connected with the practice of offerings of textiles and other
ornaments to the temples. A book cover from Gilgit in Pakistan, roughly datable to the ninth-tenth
century (illustrated in Pal 1988, 52) is a rare example of early painting in a region once strongly influenced
by Kaśmīri Buddhism. It shows a donor scene flanking a Bodhisattva, whereby the female devotee is
offering a shawl or length of cloth to the deity. Comparable scenes are also to be found at Bāmiyān. In
addition, airborne deities hold ribbons above the Buddha on the ceiling of the 38 m Buddha niche (Taddei
1992, Figure 55.3), illustrating the assimilation of Iranian royal symbolism of investiture in Buddhist
iconography and the close relation of religious to worldly supremacy (Papa-Kalantari, in press).
The embellishment of deities and heavenly thrones with textiles depicted in the Tabo wall paintings
probably reflects consecration rituals and Buddhist devotional practices (Klimburg-Salter 1994, 60).
This constant phenomenon in the region might relate to the ancient Buddhist concept of the bejewelled
Buddha (Mus 1929; Klimburg-Salter 1989, 109; Taddei 1992, 457), a type of depiction of the Buddha
decked with royal garments and other ornaments associated with royalty on his throne (see below). This
type, widespread in Central Asia, Afghanistan and Kaśmīr (Pal 1975, fig. 30), appears to be connected
with northeast Indian prototypes, such as the image in the Mahabodhi temple at Bodhgayā illustrating
early Buddhist rituals of donating textiles and jewellery to the Buddha image (Mus 1929, 276).
The earliest written account in the Western Himalaya that mentions silks and other items of high
value as donations to the temple can be found in the inscriptions in the temple at Wanla (Ladakh, c late
thirteenth-fourteenth century): ‘Thirty-seven of the intelligent kings of the four footed animals, (that is)
stallions, (all) of the same size, were also given. The extensive (amounts of) gold, silver, silk (,) garments
(was/ and) a little bit more than that, the yaks, sheep, mdzo, etc,…are inconceivable; the material things,
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Figure 2: Map, Spiti and Sutlej Valleys (after Jahoda, C based on Klimburg-Salter 1997)

the woollen clothing, etc, it was heaped up
like a mountain’ (Tropper 2006, 141).
A painted donor scene flanking
Amitāyus in the Red Temple of Tsaparang
(sixteenth C) probably reflects the offering
of luxury items by the local aristocracy on the
occasion of the consecration of the temple
(Figure 2). Piles of silk or multi-coloured
garments are placed next to the altar; in
addition, bundles of wool, jewels, corals,
chang, meat and horses can be identified as
offerings to the sacred dwelling. The luxury
objects depicted at Tsaparang were most Figure 3: Tsaparang, Red temple, donor scene featuring offerings such
probably used for ritual and decorative as textiles to the temple (after Masterpieces 2001, 151)
purposes in the temple.
It can be assumed that the holiness and virtue of the sacred space and the deities adorned by
precious textiles passed into these clothes, resulting in the common Buddhist practice of reusing the
donated silks of earlier devotees. Accordingly, the motifs on these garments were reproduced in other
media and became part of the visual aesthetics and ornamental culture of the region.
In addition, the visual idiom of symbols and geometric abstraction has a long tradition in Indian
and Tibetan history. Taddei (1993) has described the function of aniconism in the art of Gandhāra. He
concludes that the juxtaposition of narrative scenes and absence of the Buddha in anthropomorphic
156 The Temple in South A sia

The ceiling decorations in the temples at Nako
Enclosed between the Greater Himalaya and the Zanskar range, Nako is the highest village in the region
and lies at an altitude of 3600 m (Figure 3). Vernacular architecture with richly carved timber verandas,
and religious monuments such as mchod-rten (pr. chörten) and mani walls, merge there into a unique historic
ensemble (Figure 4). Prayer flags on houses and large textile banners in the ritual colours placed on roof
corners (Mario Wallner, verbal communication) and in the four cardinal directions in the village (Tinley
Dorje, Tabo) illustrate the significance of the village as a ritual whole in the sacred landscape of the
Western Himalaya. One function of textile banners is to re-integrate the house or the village into the
whole of ordered space.
The religious and political influence of members of the royal family, who had migrated from
Central Tibet, had given the impetus for the ‘second diffusion’ of Tibetan Buddhism ( phyi-dar) in the
Western Himalaya. The newly established kingdoms included Guge, Purang, Spiti, Lahaul, as well as
regions of Kinnaur and Ladakh. In this process of implementation of monastic Buddhism in reciprocal
alliance with the regional ruling elite, the Tibetan Rinchen Zangpo and Atiśa (982-1054), who was abbot
of one of the greatest Indian universities, had a significant role (McKay, 2003: 7). The massive, cube-like
shape temples of rubble-stone, mud-brick and timber, are adapted to the harsh climate of the region.
In contrast to the austere construction stands the interior, which reveals a sacred space of incredible
richness and colourful splendour, reflecting fully developed Vajrayana iconography.
The Nako temple complex is an important and hitherto little studied monument of this rich
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form is one of the main artistic achievements of this period. Symbols and signs represented the Buddha
without the illusion of physical reality. Only later this distinction has been blurred. However, I suggest
that this aniconic position found continuity in the visual art of ornament in later Buddhist culture,
particularly in Tibet.

Figure 4: Nako village and sakred lake (picture: Papa-Kalantari, C 2004, WHAV)
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Figure 5: Nako sacred compound (picture: Papa-Kalantari, C 2004, WHAV)
monastic tradition representing a specific and refined artistic expression in this region. One type of
Buddhist temple from this period was built in a continuation of the rich tradition of wooden temple
architecture in Himachal Pradesh with regard to the symbolism of space. It features a rectangular pillared
hall containing a sacred enclosure (garbhagr.ha) with a continuous circumambulatory, comparable to that
in Tabo’s Main Temple. Some of the finest examples of wooden hill-temples that developed against the
background of the rich tradition of Kaśmīri architecture are to be found in Brahmaur (Laks.an.ā Devī),
Udaipur (Mirkulā Devī) in Lahaul-Spiti, and Ribba in Kinnaur. This heritage of elaborate woodcarving
in the region is also an important artistic component in the chronologically later Buddhist temples at
Nako (Figure 5), which were probably founded by local princes or ministers (Tucci 1935, 141; see also
Klimburg-Salter 2003). The richly carved portals, pilasters and capitals, and the paintings on structural
elements at Nako – the pūrn.aghat.a, the rows of lotus petals covering the of beams, lotus rosettes depicted
on their underside, the friezes of ham.sa (wild geese) and ropes of pearls and bells on the uppermost
border of the walls – are all features reminiscent of carved friezes on the richly decorated inner and
outer structures of Hindu temples in Chambā and Lahaul, and on architectural ornament in Kaśmīr
(as at Martand). In particular the centralised plan of the Mirkulā Devī temples ceilings at Udaipur are
important examples for the reconstruction of the genesis of later ceiling compositions at Tabo, as we
shall see later.
Four of the temples in the village are grouped around a courtyard in the sacred compound (chos’khor), two of which feature an interior decoration programme dating to the founding period of the
temples in the twelfth century (Figure 6). These structures are remarkable for the scale and importance of
their early Buddhist wall paintings (Luczanits 2003, forthcoming; Allinger 2005). They offer important
evidence of indigenous courtly traditions and material culture such as vernacular architecture, textile
hangings and costumes, often depicted in naturalistic detail (Figures 7-9; Papa-Kalantari 2006). Stunning
158 The Temple in South A sia
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evidence of Central Asian
aesthetics and iconography can
be found in the depiction of
Vaiśravana in his function as a
protector on the entrance wall
of the gong-ma temple, shown
as a muscular Heracles with
a club and lion heads on the
shoulders. Comparable types of
the Heavenly King of the North
are depicted on silk banners
from Dunhuang (cf. Whitfield
1990, fig. 68), which might have
brought to Nako with monks
or merchants (Papa-Kalantari
in press).
Of the four temples
in the complex only three are
today decorated with ceiling
paintings. The ceiling consists
of planks lying on rafters Figure 6: Nako sacred compound (after Khosla, R, Nako Research and
Preservation Project, unpublished conservation report 2003, WHAV)
which are supported by two
main beams. The undersides of
the planks are painted with textile-like motifs, giving the impression of cloths hanging between the
beams. The main focus of my study lies on these painted planks and their function and symbolism.
Since 2002, roughly 190 such planks with paintings from different historical periods have been
found in the sacred compound. We studied them close up during our mission in 2004, undertaken as
part of the Nako Research and Preservation Project. They were classified chronologically and with
reference to where they may have been situated before being archived in a storeroom. By comparing
and attributing these panels to the wall paintings of the four temples and other artistic traditions
from the surrounding region, it proved possible to define five essential stylistic and technical phases
and establish their chronology. In a second step, we examined the planks that are still in situ in the
gong-ma ceilings.
The ceilings of the lo-tsā-ba lha-khang (the Translator’s Temple, Figure 10) and the gong-ma Temple
(Figure 11) belong to the earliest historical phases from the twelfth century. We decided to term these
Phases I and II, although the chronological sequence of these two groups is as yet uncertain. Loose
planks attributable to Phase I of the Translator’s Temple display a high standard of painting in terms
of technique, material, motifs and colouration. Compared with the style in the gong-ma temple and
that of later phases, this painting style is closer to that of the wall paintings with their wider palette
of colours: only in the Translator’s Temple can luminous light-coloured pigments, as well as complex
layers of pigments and multiple application procedures, be found (Bogin 2004). In contrast, the painting
style and the motifs of the gong-ma ceiling planks (Phase II) are generally simpler than in the lo-tsā-ba
Temple, with single layers of independent pigments or mixtures of two pigments being applied (ibid).
This basic technical differentiation facilitated the attribution of loose planks to the two temples and their
reintegration into the gong-ma ceiling.
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Most of these fragments provide important
evidence that the temples were decorated with textile
motifs and other ornamentation from the foundation
period. The ceilings of the early historical phases I and
II (see below) provide rare examples of early textile
production comparable to resist-dyed cottons from
the western regions of the Indian subcontinent, in
particular Gujarat and Rajasthan (see also Wandl 1997,
who studied comparable textile depictions at Tabo).
Only a few early fragments of Indian trade textiles
have survived in museums in Europe and India, most
of them excavated in al-Fustat, the old capital of Egypt
(Barnes has argued this in her 1997 article), and along
the shores of the Red Sea. A widely used design at
Nako is composed of running animals in horizontal
stripes, divided by floral borders and different types
of stylized tree (or vases ?) , which can be compared to
Indian examples (Figures 12-15). These motifs probably
imitate patterns on cotton cloths in characteristic
colours achieved by different reserve techniques,
such as resist-dyeing. Examples of this type of design
with characteristic white motifs on a coloured ground
(mostly blue and red) are also to be found in textiles
used for the pillows or seats of deities in wall paintings:
one example shows simple small-scale ornamental
elements organized in stripes which are repeated in
alternating patterns (Figure 9).
A second category of early Indian cloth
with intricate designs may be depicted in the lo-tsāba lha-khang (Figure 16). An example of a recently
discovered early Indian silk of Tibetan provenance,
woven in the so-called samite technique (a weft-faced
compound twill structure), shows mythical creatures
such as a winged vyala, uniting attributes of both
lion and elephant in a single body (Figure 17; Cohen
1997, fig 3). The rather large dimensions of the single
motifs are remarkable. Some of the planks in the lotsā-ba Temple that feature composite creatures also
share surface patterns with this type of textile, namely
motifs organised in chequerboard patterns. It is clear
that different artists worked in the two temples, but
perhaps these differences with regard to the motifs
and complexity of execution in the two oldest temples
are an indication of their status within the hierarchy of
the overall programme.
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Figure 7: Nako, Translator’s temple (lo-tsā-ba lhakhang), South Wall, deity in the outer mandala (picture:
Papa-Kalantari, C 2004, WHAV)

Figure 8: Nako, Translator’s temple (lo-tsā-ba lhakhang), South Wall, Bodhisattva with female consort in
local Western Tibetan dress (picture: Papa-Kalantari,
C 2004, WHAV)

Figure 9: Nako, Translator’s temple, (lo-tsā-ba lhakhang), South Wall, textile pattern on the seat of a
deity, (picture: Papa-Kalantari, C 2004, WHAV)
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Figure 10: Nako, Translator’s temple, (lo-tsā-ba lha khang), view on the ceiling (picture Luczanits, C 1998, WHAV)

Figure 11: Nako, lha-khang gong-ma, view on the ceiling (picture: Luczanits, C 1998, WHAV)
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The reconstruction of the
development of the Nako temple
ceilings
The results of the integrated art historical
and chemical assessment of the wooden
planks in the context of the Nako Research
and Preservation Project (see appendix) have
contributed important information with regard
to the question of chronology and classification
of different artistic groups. In the following,
the chronology of the wooden planks and a
reconstruction proposal will serve to underpin
the hypothesis that these results can be used
as a basis for reconstructing the history of
the Nako temples. Since a certain amount of
information has been gained in this way as to
the specific culture of textiles in this region, it
seems reasonable to me to take a closer look at
the temples ‘biography’ of the temples, ie the
‘original’ artistic intention and the history of
renovation of the ceiling decoration in the gongma temple. Furthermore, the identification
of techniques used to decorate actual textiles
imitated on the ceilings will be proposed.
The ceiling panels of the three temples
have been repositioned several times in the past,
with new planks inserted and others consigned
to the storeroom. This has resulted in the
juxtaposition of motifs from different periods
of time in each temple. The goal here, therefore,
was to classify each plank in the gong-ma temple
according to the internal chronological phases,
and thus to reconstruct the history of the ceiling
in this temple. The art historical investigation was
complemented by chemical analysis of pigments
and the layers of paint.
Only one group, referred to as ‘O’ (Figure
11, 4th section from left; Figure 14), can be
considered as deriving from the original phase.
A significant stylistic feature here is that the
outlines of figures are painted like a negative
form, so that the white ground becomes the
actual motif (Figure 14). Here it is important to
note that only in this ‘original’ phase has the
dyeing process of the textiles been imitated: the
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Figure 12A: ornaments on loose planks of the gong-ma Temple
(stylised trees), drawing by the author

Figure 12: Loose planks of the gong-ma Temple featuring
stylised trees, (picture: Papa-Kalantari, C 2004, WHAV)

Figure 13: Indian cotton, resist-dyed, dyed blue, stylised trees,
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum (after Barnes 1997, Figure
153/ 1990, 161)
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Figure 14: Gong-ma ceiling, detail with running animals of original phase ‘O’, (picture: Luczanits, C 1998, WHAV)
white motifs correspond to the parts of the fabric covered by a resist during the process of dyeing. Thus
the technical analysis contributed to the identification of further evidence for the imitation of resist-dyed
patterned fabrics at Nako. This assumption has hitherto mainly been made on the basis of comparative
analysis of patterns (cf. Wandl 1997).
Group ‘A1’ (Figure 11, section 1–3 and 5, from left) and ‘A2’ can be classified as later additions:
‘A1’ displays simpler patterns and application techniques, however, their ornamental style, as well as the
figural motifs displayed, continue in the mode of the artistic school from the foundation period, and
correspond to examples found at Tabo, Dung-dkar (Western Tibet), Lalung (in Spiti) and Alchi. This
classification then formed the basis for the definition of criteria for the conservation and reconstruction
of these ceilings. The aim of the proposed reconstruction is to provide an impression of the original
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aesthetic and artistic dimensions of the wooden ceiling
in the gong-ma, and to elucidate its original intention –
namely that of symbolising a textile cover that defines the
sacred space.
Our examination revealed the dynamics of the
renovation processes that had taken place in the past. This
included extensive changes in the ornamental style of the
originals in the gong-ma. Later additions preserved the idea
of the textile canopy. This makes it clear that, in the history
of the temple, the aesthetic unity and integrity of the whole
was the major goal and function of the ritual space.
The continuity of the use of textile motifs in ongoing
renovation work in the gong-ma temple is important
evidence of the ‘culture of textiles’ in this region.
This fact led me to focus my attention on the broader
artistic, cultural and ritual context of this phenomenon
in the foundation period of the temples. The following
observations are preliminary remarks and will be the
subject of further research.
FROM TEXTILE DRESS TO DOME OF HEAVEN:
ON THE GENESIS OF CEILING DECORATIONS
IN THE WESTERN HIMALAYAS
Cosmopolitan taste and local style: textiles as symbols
of status and legitimacy
In the Kaśmīri-influenced temple at Udaipur, extremely
fine lotus blossoms and celestial gandharva at the corners
cover the wooden ceiling (Figure 18). A similar decorative
programme can be found in the Tabo ambulatory
paintings. Subsequently, however, a completely new
concept was incorporated into the symbolism of sacred
architecture in the Western Himalayas: the rich and
varied textile culture.
One of the earliest examples of Buddhist ceiling
decoration in the Western Himalayas are painted cloths
fixed between the beams in the sanctum (cella and
ambulatory) for the ritual circumambulation ( pradaks.in.ā)
at the Main Temple (gtsug-lag-khang) at Tabo (Figure 19).
Stylistically, these images are closely related to the deities
in the wall painting of the entry hall (sgo-khang). Thus the
paintings might also go back to the foundation phase of
the temple during the Purang-Guge kingdom. There one Figure 15: Indian cotton, block-printed resist,
finds an ambivalent approach: the juxtaposition of Buddhist dyed blue, running animals, Oxford, Ashmolean
themes, namely airborne offering deities, which are also Museum (after Barnes 1996, 69/ 1990, 250)
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Figure 19: Tabo, Main Temple, cella, ceiling decoration,
Figure 16: Nako, Translator’s temple (lo-tsā-ba lha khang), flying offering-deity holding a banner, (picture: Luczanits,
detail of the textile motifs (picture: Luczanits, C 1998, C 1998, WHAV)
WHAV)
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Figure 18: Udaipur (Lahaul-Spiti), Mirkulā Devī temple,
ceiling, (picture Papa-Kalantari 2002, WHAV)

Figure 17: Indian silk samite (18 x 17 cm), Tibetan
provenance, featuring a mythical creature, 13th-15th centuries, Figure 20: Bronze, Avatāra frame, Kaśmīr (?), Śri Pratap
Singh Museum, Śrinagar (after Pal 1975, 11a)
Hecksher Collction (NY) (after Cohen 1997, 101)
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Figure 21: Sitting Buddha, bronze sculpture, Kaśmīr (?), detail, c 8th century (after Pal 1975, 22a)
found in the medium of sculpture in the sanctum, alternating with eight-petalled lotuses in full bloom,
and blossoms in the interstices. The compositional whole is comparable to the surface compositions on
intricate cloths, and to other media such as the ornamental frames of Kaśmīr bronzes, as will be shown
below (Figure 20).
The remarkable dissimilarity between the paintings at Tabo and those of the later Nako temples,
with respect to the motifs and the quality of execution, might be related to differences in the status of the
donors. At Tabo we can assume the existence of a royal workshop at the time of the first kings of Western
Tibet, resulting inter alia in the dominance of Central Asian luxury textiles fashionable at that time (see
below), whereas at Nako the donor was a local prince or minister, and the painting style in general appears
to be less monumental. Comparison with an Indian cotton fabric showing running animals alternating
with foliage in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, is particularly interesting (Figure 15). The 14C-analysis
allows this fragment to be dated to the tenth century. It displays large scale motifs on a relatively coarse
fabric, which might suggest that, in contrast to the lightweight fabrics used for clothing, it was used as a
canopy or textile drapery for furniture. Thus this textile motif on the ceilings at Nako might represent
important evidence for the use of specific types of textiles in architecture.
In the case of the textile imitations found at Tabo, floral motifs ( padma) in pearl roundels, a widelyused design, can be associated with luxury textiles in Central Asia and Eastern Iran in particular. This type
of medallion is also found on Kaśmīri bronzes (Figure 21), where it is shown on a cushion positioned on the
seat of a Buddha. The ornament reflects the aesthetics of a specific group of Eastern-Iranian textiles, called
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‘Zandaniji’ after an inscription (Watt and Wardwell 1997, 23) featuring simple geometric or floral patterns
(Figure 22). Characteristic are horizontal rows of medallions, which contain palmettes growing out from a
centre in four directions; in the interstices are additional small leaves. This decorative scheme is one of the
most popular themes of Sogdian textile culture. This early group of ornaments, associated with Eastern
Iranian luxury textiles, is used not only to adorn the Buddha’s seat, but is also represented on the ceilings
of the main hall of Tabo, dignifying the sacred space.
With regard to the ornamental style at Tabo, there exist significant similarities between the
monumental, full-blown lotus rosettes covering the width of one section, as is characteristic of early
ceilings, and decorative elements at Zha-lu (pr. Shalu, Figure 24) in Central Tibet. In the yun-mo chen-mo
Temple of Zha-lu (c eleventh century), we find lotus buds arranged in concentric circles, and three-dimensional
blossoms depicted from different perspectives. The latter elements as a compositional unit are comparable
to the so-called ‘karahana’ motifs on High Tang silks (Figure 23), a design widely used in the Buddhist cave
temples of Dunhuang in the eighth century (Figure 24). It is probable that portable goods disseminated modes
of ornamentation of this kind that were associated with luxury textiles (a canopy decorated with this motif is
particularly remarkable; illustrated in Whitfield 2004, 269). At that time, when the Tibetan Empire dominated
vast areas of Central Asia stretching as far as China, Tibetans had access to the most renowned courtly
workshops, such as those of the Tang dynasty (seventh–ninth century) in Sichuan (Otavsky 1998, 200). At this
time Chinese workshops were producing Persian and Sogdian patterns, some of which were sanctioned for
official wear by members of the imperial court on formal occasions (Watt and Wardwell 1997, 25). In a closer
geographic proximity were the ruling families of Khotan (eastern Central Asia, present Xinjiang), which had
close relations to Dunhuang and must also be considered as a possible source of the Tang aesthetic up to the
tenth century (Rhie 1997, 39).
The Tang-style karahana motif (lotus medallion) continued to be a distinctive type of ornament in
Central Tibetan Zha-lu (founded at the beginning of the eleventh and Yemar, c tenth century); a related
Eastern-Iranian ornamental style can also be observed in the Main temple of Tabo monastery (Figure 25),
where it features on textile draperies behind the local kings and protector deities (Figure 26; also illustrated
in Klimburg-Salter 1997, figs. 55-56), as well as on ceilings and architectural elements. The attractiveness
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Figure 22: Tabo, Main Temple, ceiling of the ’du-khang (Main Hall), (picture Luczanits, C 1998, WHAV)
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Figure 23: Sogdian ornaments from silk textiles (left: Vatican, Biblikoteka Apostolica; right: Sens Cathedral) drawings
by the author
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Figure 24: Zha-lu, yun chen-mo Temple, c 11th century,
ceiling decoration with monumental lotuses (picture:
Fournier, L)

Figure 25: Floral Medallions (weft-faced compound twill),
Tang dynasty (618-904), late 8th-early 9th century, each
medallion measures c 60 x 70 c (!), (Abegg-Stiftung, CH3132 Riggisberg, 1999; image by Christoph von Viràg)
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of this kind of ornament may be an indication that
the Western Himalaya/ Kashmir, Central Tibet and
Central Asia shared specific artistic values (Rhie 1997,
39). Accordingly, the Tabo ornamental style and the
costumes at Tabo and Nako in particular seems to
refer consciously to textile traditions associated with
the old Tibetan Monarchy in Central Asia (close
similarities with Dunhuang can also be found in
the costumes of the Western Tibetan monarch; see
Stoddard 1977, 76 and Papa-Kalantari 2006). This
shows that textile traditions not only reflect the wealth
of monasteries but also the ideals of self-representation
and sovereignty of the ruling elite. In this process of
adoption and transformation against the background
of a rich and diverse artistic tradition in Kaśmīr, a
specifically Western Himalayan style emerged.
Regarding the transmission of Eastern
Iranian luxury art in the Western Himalaya,
Sogdians play a prominent role. Sogdian merchants
were the heirs of Iranicate luxury art. As they
dominated the trade routes of Central Asia their
influence reached also to Tibet. There is ample
evidence of the presence of Sogdians in Kashmir,
and Sogdian inscriptions are also known in Ladakh:
at Drangtse in Ladakh are petroglyphs with
Sogdian inscriptions from the ninth century. But
it is the sign of sovereignty and luxury art in the
’du-khang of Alchi, and the gsum-brtsegs in particular,
which best illustrates this strong cultural exchange
with the Iranian dominated areas in the North to
the Hindu-kush, called ‘Turan’ by Iranian medieval
traditions to distinguish it from Iran proper (M.
Klimburg 1982, 25). Indirect evidence of Sogdian
commodities traded in Kashmir and Ladakh can
also be found in the precious drinking vessels of
silver depicted in the banquette scenes in the Alchi
’du-khang (Papa-Kalantari 2006). The adoption of
Sasanian royal symbolism through Sogdian art
(such as that of the royal lion hunt, which had a
semi-divine status) is specific to the IranianBuddhist cultural milieu of the region, in which
religious and royal signs of supremacy shared
common functions.
Sumptuous textiles and their motifs in
Western Himalayan painting express both the

Figure 25A: Dunhuang, cave 122 (Middle Tang), ceiling
with lotus ornament (after Whitfield, R 1995; 252)
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Figure 26: Main Temple, ’du-khang, protector deity with textile drapery defining her ephemeral abode, entrance wall
(picture: Papa-Kalantari, C 2004, WHAV)

Figure 27: Main Temple, ’du-khang, ‘heavenly architecture’ and textile valances on the upper border of the entrance wall,
(picture: Papa-Kalantari, C 2004, WHAV)
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The function of textiles and ornament in the hierarchy of sacred space in a Buddhist temple
The various different functions of textiles can be related to the genesis of textile depictions on the ceilings
in Western Himalayan painting. Early ceiling compositions not only continue motifs from wooden ceilings
in Himachal Pradesh, such as those at Kinnaur, but also share a concept and a symbolism of sacred space
with the temples of the region, including those at Lahaul and Chambā, as will be shown below.
The ceiling paintings in the Western Himalayas also provide important evidence of the use of
textiles in the rich and varied tradition of wooden architecture in the Western Himalayas and Central
Asia. One practical reason for covering ceilings with cloth was clearly to protect the temple from dust
falling from the roof (Goepper 1996, 225). However, actual textiles hung between the beams can only
be found on the ceilings at Tabo, whereas at Nako and Alchi the ornaments are painted directly onto
the wooden planks. At Grotto D in Bāmiyān an illusionistic wooden ceiling shows depictions of textiles
affixed between the beams and rafters. The ‘coffers’ of the imitated wooden structure at Bāmiyān and
early cave temples at Ajanta (Francoeur 1998, 265, see also the drawings in Zin 2003) are decorated with
individual motifs. In contrast, when looking at the ceilings of Nako, the predominant impression is of
a unified textile cover; one might, therefore, expect allusions to the symbolism of an honorific cover.
The latter might be one of the various artistic impulses behind the phenomenon of decorating the
ceiling with textiles. Their different functions in the overall programme of the temple will be studied by
comparing the Tabo ceilings and the later decorations at Nako.
Several paintings at Tabo and Nako may provide an insight into the various purposes of textiles;
they appear as the costumes of lay people, as exquisite garments dignifying kings and gods, and as
honorific cloths such as ceremonial tents, baldachins, banners (Figure 26) or draperies hung behind them,
defining and embellishing their ephemeral abodes.
The strong and lasting force of the an-iconic representation of the Buddha is inter alia illustrated
in the reliefs of Amaravati. The pictorial convention of one example featuring textiles hangings behind
the empty throne representing the deity is particularly interesting. This type of representation probably
relates to the ephemeral settings that define sacred spaces of the Buddha in Gandharan art as well as to
the abodes of Western Himalaya tutelary deities such as Dorje chenmo/ Winyu min at Tabo (Figure 26;
I thank Rob Linrothe for making me aware of this likely relation). These ephemeral abodes – together
with other signs of worldly and religious supremacy – have then been adopted in royal symbolism as
shown in the depiction of Ye-shes-‘od at Tabo (cf. Papa-Kalantari 2006: plate 6). This type of donor
depiction can be interpreted as an expression of the notion of deified kingship characteristic of the selfrepresentation of the royal founders of Tabo, whereby specific signs of supremacy have been consciously
assimilated to establish their political as well as religious authority (Papa-Kalantari, in press).
This honorific function of textiles seems to have been transferred to the ceiling, appearing in
the shape of valances on the uppermost section of the walls, or as elaborate imitations of patterned
cloths between the beams. Some of the textile objects mentioned such as umbrellas, flags and textile
draperies have religious connotations as well as being symbols of secular rule, as can be seen in painted
courtly scenes in many Western Himalayan Buddhist temples (see Klimburg-Salter 1997, fig. 139).
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sacredness of their function as honorific and ritual clothes, and the status of the ruling elites who
founded the temples. Their patterns and decorative motifs, connoting supra-mundane luxury, beauty
and wealth, became an integral part of the visual aesthetic and artistic tradition of the region. It can be
concluded, therefore, that the pluralism in the ornamental styles is not only a result of chronological and
functional factors, but is also based on the different textile models in the Western Himalayas that reflect
the social background of the founder, and the artistic milieu in which these artefacts were produced.
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There is a constant close relationship between
textile reflections of the status and legitimacy
of kingship and those of Buddhist supremacy
in Tibetan culture and – above all – in early
Western Himalayan art, corresponding to an
ancient local relationship between kingship and
Buddhism. Snellgrove (1959, 204) described how
the universal dominion of the king (the ideal of
the cakravartin) and Buddha-hood were conceived
as parallel goals. The intimate relation between
kingship and Buddhism, and royal and monastic Figure 28: Nako, gong-ma, banner at the entrance of the palace
law, is best illustrated in the figure of Ye-shes-’od, mandala, (picture: Papa-Kalantari, C 2004, WHAV)
the royal lama (lha blama) of Tabo.
An image of the bodhisattvas on the entrance
wall at Tabo (Figure 27) displays the floating banners, scarves or ribbons, pearls, jewels and bells that were
hung on the heavenly throne of the deity. Scarves
are found tied onto columns and the Buddha’s
heavenly thrones at Kakrak (Cave 43, see Higuchi
1983, Platte 144), at Bāmiyān (Cave Complex C,
Klimburg-Salter 1989, fig. 27, see also Taddei
1992 on this topic), and around the deities and
religious figures at Dunhuang, combining wooden
architecture and sumptuous garments. Might these
cloths indicate an adoption of the royal symbolism
of investiture from the Iranian world, such as the
famous ribbons on Sasanian monuments at Taq-I
Bustan? The coexistence of the Iranian symbolic
language of kingship and Buddhist iconography in
the Western Himalayas is best illustrated in the art
of Alchi (Flood 1991, Papa-Kalantari 2006). It is
possible that the elements discussed above at Tabo
also indicate the intimate relationship between the
Central Asian and Western Himalayan symbolic
languages of textiles and ornament, but this parallel
needs further investigations.
A banner floating in the air, which adorns
the portal of a mandala in the gong-ma Temple at
Nako reflects a distinctive Buddhist ritual. One of
the flying deities worshipping the main sculpture
in the ceiling of the cella at Tabo also holds such a
banner (Figure 19). These paintings may indicate that
monasteries were generous commissioners of silk
banners and other religious textile artefacts. Such
banners of silk from the Tang Period, during which Figure 29: Tabo, Main Temple, ground plan (after Luczanits,
Tibetans controlled large areas of Central Asia (c C based on Klimburg-Salter 1997, Plan 4)
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787–848) have been found in Dunhuang (see Whitfield 2004, 279). The function of dignifying sacred space
with textiles might be represented on the ceiling in the assembly hall (’du-khang) at Tabo (Figure 25).
On the ceiling of the Main Hall of the Tabo ’du-khang one finds solely non-figural decorations.
This ceiling has the appearance of strips of cloth and gives the overall impression of a baldachin covering
the sacred space, as has been suggested by Klimburg-Salter (1996, 485), who assumed Indian models for
this decorative concept.
Apart from this undeniable association with honorific coverings, which protect and define the
sacred in various cultural contexts, the motifs on the ceiling, featuring inter alia lotus flowers and vases,
have a distinctive iconographic value. The vase (gter-g yi bumpa) is one of the eight auspicious symbols, the
‘vase of the inexhaustible treasures’, which remains perpetually full and can be interpreted as an offering
to the deities of the temple. Furthermore, a conscious juxtaposition of various decorative concepts can be
seen at the Tabo ’du-khang. Here an iconographic ensemble in the sanctum of the assembly hall features
figural images (offering deities) as an allusion to the Buddhist heaven, as well as depictions of the eight
auspicious symbols (as..tman.gala) in the corners. (Incidentally, there are striking parallels, in regard to the
layout, with early mandala depictions featuring such symbols flanking the portals, which still need do be
examined in detail; cf Whitfield 2004, 209.) These significant elements in the corners of the ambulatory
of the Tabo ceiling are shown in a centralized plan, and thus allude to a mandalic structure of sacred
space, with the Buddha sculpture, the focus of worship, in the centre. All these elements are not meant
to represent a horizontal boundary, a canopy, but are integrated into the order of sacred space and the
religious meaning of the temple structure as a whole.
In contrast, ornamental decoration dominates the main hall, representing an architectural unit
of textiles and wooden ceiling (Figure 29). In this way a clear distinction between the sanctum and the
main hall is achieved, which reflects the way the monument is seen and comprehended in terms of the
movement and circumambulation ( pradaks.in.ā) of the devotee, comparable to the classical Hindu temple.
These changes, as reflected in the ceiling decorations when moving from the main hall to the cella,
constitute the central aspect of my study.
Compared with those at Tabo, the figural depictions on the later ceilings at Nako are not restricted
to the cella ceiling. We find figural depictions scattered across the whole ceiling in both early temples
at Nako. This can be regarded as revealing a certain vertical tendency in the spatial hierarchy of the
temples at Nako and in later Western Himalaya temples in the region, in contrast to the strict horizontal
movement of the ground plan in the Tabo du ’khang.
The three-storeyed gsum-brtsegs Temple (pr. Sumtsek) at Alchi displays the latest and most complex
iconographic ensemble in this artistic tradition, which is also reflected on the ceilings. Some of the
depictions have celestial connotations (Papa-Kalantari 2002, 109). Alchi features a centralised layout
(with space emanating from the centre), comparable to the type of ground plan seen at Tholing (the
religious centre of the kingdom of Purang-Guge) and early Buddhist temples in Central Tibet, such as
the royal foundation of bSam-yas (pr. Samye), the legendary first monastery of eighth-century Tibet.
On the symbolism of ceiling paintings at Nako
Images of textiles constitute only one aspect of Buddhist ceiling decoration in this region. I shall now
present a brief survey of the development, possible function and symbolism of the ceilings in Western
Himalayan art. In later phases there is an observable shift in the function of these decorations, from
textile cover to a representation of the vault of heaven.1 This change in visual aesthetics will mainly be
demonstrated by examining the later development of the Nako ceilings, and analysing their possible
function and symbolism in comparison to other contemporary ceilings in Western Himalayan art.
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In contrast to Tabo, the early ceilings at Nako not only display ornamental patterns closely related
to examples of Indian textile production, but also various figural motifs. Their symbolism has hitherto
not been discussed. Monika Zin (2003,1) assumes that the non-devotional themes on the ceilings of the
cave temples in Ajanta are not based on specific religious symbolism, and thus provide an understanding
of the attitudes and beliefs of the donors and artists. This observation is particularly valuable for the
ceilings at Dung-dkar (c 1200, Figure 30), which are remarkable for their sense of humour and the
inventiveness of imagery in their illusionistic representation of constructive elements in architecture,
such as acrobats holding up the roof like atlantes; comparable figural elements can be found at the Jokhang in Lhasa and Ajanta (illustrated in Zin 2003, 22). One of the most surprising artistic inventions
for organizing a figural motif in a geometric space is the ‘animal wheel’, ie animals or human figures that
share parts of the body. They can be found in the caves at Dung-dkar and may represent the illusion of
human perception. In contrast to the rather local ornamental style of Nako (despite the fact that printed
cottons require a high standard of technical skill), the ornamental style at Dung-dkar reflects an artistic
environment related to courtly culture, where the aesthetics of precious textiles and luxury objects of
the Chinese Liao dynasty (907–1125 AD) had been integrated. One comparable fragment of silk shows
radiating floral motifs with flying birds and clouds in the interstices (Watt and Wardwell 1997, 44).
This artistic virtuosity adds a specific notion of luxury to the paintings of Dung-dkar, and thus
emphasizes the function of ornament as religious veneration. The motifs on the ceilings of Dung-dkar
and Nako, however, would seem to have more than merely decorative functions. The ceiling paintings
at Nako have equivalents in painted and sculptural images of heavenly thrones and landscapes, and thus
their symbolism would seem to be closely related to those of the latter types.
Divine menagerie of heaven and the underworld
Figural motifs in The Translator’s Temple at Nako include fabulous creatures of various types with cloudlike tails. This type of foliate ornament is clearly reminiscent of the highly influential Gupta style. They
also have certain similarities with motifs on the ceilings at Ajanta. Zin has identified these composite
creatures mostly as symbols of wealth and fertility, bringing blessings to the visitor to the cave (Zin 2003,
III). Other ‘water creatures’ in Ajanta have often been associated with monsoon symbolism (Vajracharya
2003). Some of those creatures closely resemble water demons depicted in a scene with a Bodhisattva
and the Eight Perils at Tholing (North East Temple), and also the outer mandala of the lo-tsā-ba Temple,
which features scenes from the lower realms in which humans can be reborn (Luczanits 2003, fig. 3d).
Furthermore, we find a great variety of animals in the bodhi trees behind both the Buddha and other
deities in the Western Himalayas (Nako, gong-ma: Tārā of the Eight Perils, see Allinger 2005, fig. 1;
also Poo Manuscript, Folio 1), the religious meaning of which has hitherto been hardly studied. In the
following section I shall present some preliminary observations on the possible symbolism of comparable
motifs and other decorative elements on the horizontal boundary of the sacred structures of Nako.
Composite mythical creatures forming the throne frames and heavenly abodes of deities are a
significant feature in Himalayan art (Figure 31: one of the richest examples of these can be found at Alchi,
illustrated in Luczanits 2005, 149-153) and in heavenly beings on Kaśmīri bronzes (Pal 1975: fig. 21).
Thrones composed of mythical creatures represent a magic borderland, in which all non-buddhist and
mythical religious experiences have been integrated and thus ‘tamed’. All these elements are ‘woven’
into the ceiling textile (the symbolism of the textile’s material serves here as a useful metaphor for this
process of re-integration and unification).
In the symbolism of architecture, thrones distinguish the celestial from the earthly sphere.
A telling juxtaposition can be found in the wall paintings at Tabo, where the laity is depicted in a
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Figure 30: Dung-dkar (Western Tibet), detail of a ceiling painting featuring an atlant and the animal whorl, c 1200,
(picture Linrothe, R 2004)
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Figure 31: Nako, Translator’s temple (lo-tsā-ba lha khang), West Wall, clay sculpture (picture: Papa-Kalantari, C 2004,
WHAV)
Tibetan environment with its characteristic local architecture, while enthroned deities appear in fantastic
composite dwellings that seem to open a window onto the supra-mundane realm. On the beams we find
continuous rows of lotus petals forming a horizontal border, as well as stripes of primary colours – a
symbol of light and thus the sky – on the capitals of the pilasters in both early temples. The same colour
scheme is seen in the haloes of the deities in wall paintings, also perhaps allusions to light symbolism, as
proposed by Giuseppe Tucci (1953, 27).
The symbolic meaning of the throne frames as heavenly abodes and windows onto the
supramundane seems to be closely related to that of the ceiling. The wooden ceiling can thus be
interpreted in a general sense as a magic borderland, a threshold to a sacred, heavenly sphere. It has
been shown that allusions to celestial symbolism can be found in the Tabo cella, where the ceiling and
the sculptures form a compositional unit, comparable to the ornamental frames of metal sculpture from
Kaśmīr. Heavenly connotations, or at least allusions to it, differ in each region, but are a constituent
element in this artistic tradition from a very early stage.
Towards a cosmological view
A number of probable cosmological motifs can be found on the ceilings at Nako, Alchi and Dung-dar,
and in some examples in textile motifs in wall paintings as well. Among these are creatures, such as two
birds or crows, forming the dynamic motif of an ‘animal whorl’ at Nako. However such motifs occur more
often on the ceilings of Dung-dkar and Alchi. Interconnected animals or humans that share body parts
and race around a circle or lotus are widely used elements in Indian art (eg at Ajanta, Khajuraho, and often
in Jaina temples), making a religious connotation for such motifs probable (Kramrisch 1976, 403). At Alchi
(Goepper 1996, 129) and Dunhuang, the circular ‘three hare’ motif might be both an allusion to the life
of the Buddha and also have cosmological implications. The motif derives from the simulacrum of the
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hare seen in the lunar oceans at full moon. The Śaśa-Jātaka legends also relate how, in the distant past, the
Buddha was once born as a hare who, in its compassion, sacrificed its body to feed starving creatures. As a
mark of respect Indra drew an outline of this hare upon the moon (Cowell 1973, 34–37).
The crow and hare are sun-and-moon symbols in the Chinese astrological system and a popular
theme in Central Asian rock-cut cave temples, such as Dunhuang (Zhang, Rasmussen: www.threehares.
net/china.html, Sue Andrew: www.plymouth.ac.uk/pages/ view). One prominent example, found in at
least 17 caves, features medallions with three hares set into a fully-opened lotus blossom, their central
position in the zenith of ceilings underlining the symbolic force of this astral sign. Further themes also
carry allusions to cosmographic symbolism in the 35m Buddha niche at Bāmiyān and at Kyzil: ham.sa
combined with symbols of the sun and the moon are a common astral theme in the zenithal strips in
the caves at Kyzil (Francoeur 1998, 258). These elements occur consistently up to the twelfth century
in paintings at Dung-dkar (pr. Dungkar), accompanied by images of antelopes (Figure 30) encircling a
star, tigers and lions chasing antelopes (here a moon might be depicted at the centre), ducks connected
by a chain of pearls held in their peaks (with possibly a sun depicted at the centre) or a six-pointed
star (Masterpieces 2001, 200–201). This type of dynamic ornament is comparable to silver mirrors
of the Tang period, and to sketches on the backs of such luxury objects, featuring different mythical
creatures representing the ‘Four quadrants of the heavens’ radiating around a centre. In relation to the
transmission of Eastern-Central Asian aesthetics and iconography in Tibet from the eleventh century
onwards, there were strong cultural ties with Chinese-like dynasties such as the Xixia and Jin, which also
played an important role in the dissemination of luxury art in the Western Himalaya.
One type of pagoda-like roof structure at Dunhuang shows that it is not conceived as an
architectural honorific cover representing a boundary, but rather as an allusion to heaven, indicated by
flying deities, clouds and a dragon at the centre – the latter another example of a celestial creature at the
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Figure 32: Nako, ceiling fragment, Phase III, c 13th-14th centuries, (picture: Papa-Kalantari, C 2004, WHAV)
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Figure 33: Tabo, Golden Temple (gser-khang), ceiling, c 15th century, (picture: Papa-Kalantari, C 2004, WHAV)
centre of the composition. This shows that the synthesis of the honorific cover and celestial symbolism,
as proposed for Nako and later temples in this region, is not a contradiction in the Buddhist symbolism
of space. On the contrary, the baldachin as a type would seem to be equated with the heavenly realm.
It is interesting to notice that canopies carried at Christian processions in Austria are colloquially called
‘Himmel’, which means heaven. Further comparative studies are necessary to comprehend fully the
content and spiritual significance of the ceilings at Nako.
Later historical phases at Nako
In later phases at Nako the compositional principles of surface decorations on the ceilings change
significantly. Comparative stylistic analysis reveals a painting tradition that is closely linked with the
evolution of Central Tibetan-influenced art in the Western Himalayas from the thirteenth century onwards.
Local variants of this style emerged during the thirteenth century in Himachal Pradesh and Ladakh (eg
Alchi). A previously unknown, later painting phase in the Nako sacred compound, discovered jointly with
Melissa Kerin (University of Pennsylvania) during my field research in 2004, features a panel painted with
characteristic lotus flowers (Figure 32) which could be related to the wall painting in the Guru lha-khang, a
small temple located outside the chos-’khor inside the village.
The chief characteristics of thangka compositions from this stylistic group are axially symmetric
compositions with a central figure, two attendants, minor deities in a grid-like overall composition, and a great
interest in plants and blossoms, lotus and jewellery, all painted in a naturalistic manner. One fragment (a panel
that is now in the storeroom) displays a new type of composition: two auspicious symbols or attributes, leaves
and a conch shell, against a red, horseshoe-shaped background, with a bright blue padma in the interstice.
Furthermore, the motifs are placed on a lotus base and linked by lotus scrolls. The quality of the painting in
terms of motifs, execution and technique is striking. Typical of the similarities with the contemporaneous
Central Tibetan painting style is the predominance of a limited palette of contrasting colours.
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Conclusion
The Nako temples are embedded in a complex evolutionary history of temple architecture and decoration
in the Western Himalayas which displays a remarkable multitude of styles and schools. The comparative
analysis of these traditions and their developments, as reflected in the ceiling decoration of these temples,
is the focus of this study. This paper has looked at the ritual context of high-prestige textiles, and the
cultural milieu in which this extremely ‘textile-conscious’ artistic tradition emerged. This resulted from
the position of the Western Himalaya at international crossroads linking India with Central Asia, which
brought precious textiles into this region as well. In this cultural and economic interaction, Sogdian
merchants played a major role. They were the main heirs of Eastern-Iranian luxury art and their presence
is also documented in China and Tibet. Cultural interactions with Buddhist dynasties of the Jin and
Tangut Xixia encouraged the import of luxury textiles up to the 13th century.
Texts that mention the ritual use of textiles are rare, but it can be tentatively assumed that the
function of precious garments in decorating and thus dignifying the Buddhist temple and deities might
be related to Early Buddhist rituals of ‘donating’ textiles and ornaments to the statue of the Buddha. The
image of the ‘bejewelled Buddha’ dressed in royal garments might reflect this tradition, and illustrates
close relations between the monastic order and kingship, with shared signs of authority. The co-existence
of courtly culture, royal symbolism and Buddhism is also observable in the painting tradition in the
Western Himalaya with its variety of depictions of luxury art, whereby sumptuous textiles are used equally
as dresses for the Buddha and as robes for royal figures or aristocratic donors. The ‘aura’ of luxury and
beauty of sumptuous textiles further emphasises their honorific function in the Buddhist temple.
The honorific functions and values of status and authority have been transferred naturally to
textiles and ornaments depicted on the ceiling. Thus ceiling decorations became a medium of luxury
on their own right. In this complex process, motifs and themes belonging to the international language
of textiles and precious objects were adapted creatively in local contexts in accordance with Buddhist
spiritual values and concepts of space.
In my analysis of ceiling painting at Nako, individual motifs and their relationship to the overall
composition have also been examined with regard to the question of whether the ceiling motifs might
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A completely new concept of surface decoration has also appeared, however, that is in contrast to
the concept of the symbolic honorific cloths from the earlier phases. The organisation of the motifs no
longer derives from textile patterns, but from the medium of wall or thangka painting. Portable goods
such as scroll paintings might have served as models in the early phase of this artistic influence. Their
chronology has yet to be established. In this phase reinterpretations of earlier motifs such as crossing
circles and lotus medallions are to be found.
The phenomenon of deliberate use and new interpretation of older stylistic elements can also be
found in Phase IV of the Nako temples. This shows parallels with the decorative programmes at Tabo
and Tholing from the fifteenth century onwards, representing an artistic renaissance with regard to
technical quality and style. The later Phase IV (fifteenth–nineteenth centuries) displays a further step
forward in the development of artistic concepts: here we find figural depictions covering larger segments
of the ceiling and seemingly opening the ceiling up towards the sky. This corresponds to the concepts of
ceiling decoration at Tabo from the fifteenth century onwards, for example, that of The Golden Temple
(Figure 33; also in the gser lha-khang at Tholing).
Included in the motifs are the mythical bird Garud.a and nāgas, serpent spirits, which inhabit the
underworld and are associated with the aquatic realms of rivers, lakes and wells. They also crown the
thrones found in western Himalayan art, following older traditions.
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bear a symbolic meaning. The symbolism of the ceilings in earlier wooden temples from the region, such
as those at Lahaul, Chambā and Kinnaur, also appears in the early artistic phase of the Main Temple
at Tabo. Characteristic of this phase is the juxtaposition of heavenly beings in the cella, and exclusively
floral and geometric ornaments in the main hall, reflecting the hierarchy of space and horizontal
movement in Hindu temples. This contrasts with the tendency towards a greater interest in the vertical
dimension of space in the temples at Nako, and later monuments such as those at Alchi. This newly
emphasised dimension is exemplified in the synthesis of a textile baldachin and celestial symbolism,
or at least allusions to it. At present, however, only a few elements can be presented in support of this
interpretation. Despite their undeniably dominant ornamental character, the ceiling motifs also draw
from a rich tradition of depicting the divine menagerie, as represented in the heavenly abodes of deities
in the Western Himalayas. At Alchi, dancing and flying figures with offering bowls represent apsaras or
heavenly beings, arranged symmetrically around the deity in the niche below, indicating their celestial
nature (Papa-Kalantari 2002, 109).
In the local Buddhist symbolism of architecture, space emanates from the centre and the walls
are orientated according to the cardinal directions. Therefore it would seem natural to transcend the
upper architectural boundary and to conceive of it as heaven. In the later phase of the Nako temples
this meaning is more explicitly formulated. The genesis of the later decorative programmes of the Nako
temples shows reinterpretations of earlier phases (Phase III), as well as complete changes with regard to
the depiction of celestial symbolism (Phases III & IV). From the fifteenth century onwards the ceilings
of Western Himalayan temples are transformed into true ‘Domes of Heaven’.

Notes
This term is an adoption of a concept put forward by Soper 1947 in ‘The Dome of Heaven in Asia’; further works
on this theme are Grabar 2000 and Klimburg-Salter 2001.
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